Quartet plans to institute a special summer series which will bring to Seattle the annual performance of the complete Beethoven Quartets. The Philadelphia String Quartet has recorded for Vox, Desto, Musical Heritage Society, CRI, and Olympic records.

Experience the complete Beethoven Cycle in the comfortable ambience of Meany Theater. Dates to mark on your calendars are: Sunday, July 15; Wednesday, July 18; Friday, July 20; Monday, July 23; Friday, July 27; and Sunday, July 29. All concerts will be at 8 p.m. in Meany Theater.

Tickets will be $30 for the series, reserved seating. Because of the limited number of seats available, we recommend that you order early. Single tickets are not available at this time.

TO ORDER: Office of Lectures & Concerts
Meany Hall, AB-10
Seattle, WA. 98195

OR CALL: 543-4880
Seattle becomes an elite city in the music world by having its own annual Beethoven Cycle. As the Wagner Ring Cycle is to Opera, the Beethoven Quartet Cycle is to chamber music. And who better to present the Beethoven Cycle in Seattle than our own Philadelphia String Quartet.

The Philadelphia String Quartet has been in residence at the University of Washington for thirteen years. During that time the group has performed extensively on this campus and throughout the entire Northwest in settings ranging from elementary schools to senior citizen centers. For almost twenty years the Quartet has been in the forefront of the performance of contemporary music while continuing to explore the great masterworks of the past.

The Quartet has expanded its international reputation during these years with numerous trips abroad and has appeared at many of the world's most prestigious music festivals. In addition to their regular concerts, the